
 

General Class Information 

A huge well done to each and every child in Year 2. They have all had an 

amazing start to Year 2. The effort being put in by all of the children is 

fantastic!!!  I can’t wait to see the work that is going to be produced over 

the rest of the year.  

Mrs Lovatt will continue to support the class every morning from Monday 

to Thursday. She will also lead on a Monday and Tuesday afternoon to 

allow myself to carry out my management responsibilities. Mrs Bate will 

be working with the Year 2 children every afternoon (45 minutes) to as-

sist with interventions.  

 

Reading diaries 

Please ensure that your child is heard reading at least three times a 

week. This needs to be recorded in their reading diaries.   

If your child reads 4 or more times a week (Monday-Monday) then they 

will be entered into our weekly ‘In it to win it’ draw. So far this incentive 

has worked brilliantly with at least 75% of the children reading more 

than 4 times a week .Keep up the super reading attitude Year 2.   

 

Spellings 

Spellings will be given during spellings lessons on a Wednesday. They will 

bring these home to practise. The spelling booklets do not have to be 

returned to school. The children will complete  

dictation sentences containing the learnt spelling words on the  

following Wednesday.   

 

PE 

PE lessons for Year 2 will take place every Monday. The children need to 

come to school on a Monday in their PE clothes (plain white t-shirt (no 

motif), blue shorts and trainers).  

 
Homework 

All of the children have a blue Maths book and a red vocabulary book.  

Maths—each day your child will have 4 number sentences (sometimes 

more by request of the children!) to find the answer to. These need to 

be completed at home and returned to school every day. Please  

encourage your child to work out the answers independently.  
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WELCOME BACK  

 

Welcome back! We hope that you’ve had a well deserved rest. Below is a brief 

outline of what we will be learning in each subject during the second part of 

our Autumn Term.   

 

Religious Education 

In RE this half term the children will start by looking at the unit of ‘Sharing 

in the Life of Jesus: Mary, the Disciples, Saints and Us.’ The children will 

learn about the life of Jesus and Mary and the call of the disciples. They will 

learn about the Roasry being a special form of Christian prayer. We will be 

learning about what a saint is and about the lives of different saints. The 

children will learn about the importance of prayer and take part in moments 

of stillness and prayer.  

The children will also be learning about the season of ‘Advent.’ They will learn 

about the Advent wreath and explain why it is a symbol of preparation for 

Christmas. We will discuss how the parish prepares for Christmas.  

The unit of ‘Christmas’ will be covered at the end of this half term where the 

children will sequence the Christmas story and understand some of the diffi-

culties faced by Mary and Joseph and why their journeys to Bethlehem and 

Egypt were necessary.  

 

Literacy 

 

Our focus texts for this half term are ‘Traction Man is Here,’ ’Beegu’ and ’Mr 

Big.’ Throughout the topic we will look at character descriptions and comic 

strips. We will also be learning about calligrams (shape poems) linked to  

Autumn and Bonfire Night.  

Our class text that I will be sharing with the children on a daily basis  

continues to be ‘The Magic Faraway Tree’ by Enid Blyton. Later on in the half 

term, the children will be writing their own narratives based on this text.  

 

We will be having daily whole class reading sessions where we will continue to 

study ‘The Last Wolf.’ We will also begin studying the book ‘Traction Man is 

Here.’ The children have enjoyed our daily whole class reading sessions and 

are developing their skills of how to look deeper into a book.  

 

 

Maths 

In maths we will be looking at addition and subtraction. The children will 

recall addition and subtraction facts to 20 fluently, and derive and use re-

lated number facts to 100. We will learn that addition of 2 numbers can be 

done in any order and subtraction of one number from another cannot. We 

will learn to recognise the inverse relationships between addition and sub-

traction and use this to check calculations and to solve problems.  We will 

continue to practise our times tables (x2, x5, x10) on a daily basis and will 

begin to learn our x3 and x4 times tables.   

 

 

Science 

This half-term, we will be  investigating ’Living things, including humans.’ 

The children will be learning that animals, including humans, have offspring 

which grow into adults. We will be finding out about and describing the 

basic needs of animals, including humans, for survival (water, food and air). 

The children will learn about the importance for humans of exercise,  

 eating the right amount of different types of food, and hygiene.    

 

P.E 

This half-term, Year 2 will be developing their key skills in  

Dance. They will be learning to repeat sequences of movement and create 

new ways to move to music. A stimulus will be used to inspire them to  

create new gestures/movements.  

Please ensure children come to school every Monday in their correct P.E 

kit.  

 

History 

Our topic this half term is ‘Our local area in the past.’ The children will be 

looking at how Kidsgrove has changed from the past. We will be looking at 

how the canal was used in the past to support the pottery industry. The 

children will be learning about why our local area is called ‘The Potteries’ 

and about our pottery industry in the past.  

 

  Art 

  Our topic this term  is ’Pottery.’  We will be studying the works of local 


